Customs clearance

Thanks to its sensible customer relations policy and low cost of the customs services that it
provides, RosTrans has won a reputation as a reliable partner among private and public
organisations in Moscow and north west Russia as well as among foreign companies.

RosTrans offers the whole range of services:

We provide a high quality, fast and reliable service at a good price!

Our wide experience of working with customs authorities, our professionalism and services
individually tailored to the customer's requirements enable us to perform customs processing
and clearance of goods in the quickest time possible.

In addition, we offer the whole range of legal services for performing transactions.
RosTrans provides the whole range of customs clearance services:

• preparation of documents required for completing customs declarations;

• services for declaring entry of goods, customs clearance;

• submission to Russian customs of documentation and additional information required for
passing customs formalities;
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• presentation of declared goods to the customs authorities and, if necessary, on-the-spot
customs inspection;

• other customs clearance services acting as an authorised person regarding the goods;

• consultation on foreign economic activities;

• commodity classification for foreign economic activity;

• calculation of customs charges, information on customs rates;

• represent the customer at the customs authorities;

• Integrated customs clearance;

• Expert appraisal of foreign economic contracts;

• Assistance in resolving conflicts regarding customs issues;

• Preparation of documents and registration of the foreign economic activity participant with the
customs authorities;

• Help in organising foreign economic transactions with the assistance of a customs broker;
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• Expert appraisal of foreign economic contracts.

We provide customs clearance services in Saint Petersburg in the Baltic and Saint Petersburg
customs zone.

We perform customs clearance of goods arriving by road and sea. If the goods need to pass
veterinary control, we organise goods processing at the appropriate temporary storage facilities.

Since we began operating we have gained great experience in handling different types of
goods: furniture, chemicals, tools, clothes, shoes, flooring, building and decorative materials,
equipment (from printing to metal working), machines and food products including fruit,
vegetables, meat and fish.
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